
 

THE VALUE OF DISSENT 

THE HON. PATRICK J. BUMATAY* 

INTRODUCTION 

 It is a privilege to deliver this inaugural Spencer Abraham Ad-
dress, which is named in honor of Secretary Abraham. Secretary 
Abraham served at the highest levels of American government, 
both as a United States Senator from Michigan and later as the Sec-
retary of Energy under President George W. Bush.1 But to Harvard 
Federalist Society members, we know him best as the “Founding 
Father” of the Harvard Journal of Law & Public Policy.2 I proudly 
served as the Articles Editor for the JLPP.3 Since its founding in 
1978, the JLPP has been a clearinghouse for innovative and conse-
quential scholarship. So thank you, Secretary Abraham, for your 
service to the country and to the Federalist Society.   

For my address, I will discuss the value of dissent—a topic that 
has proven timely considering recent events at other prominent law 
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schools around the country. In particular, I want to discuss the role 
that judicial dissent plays in our constitutional system—how that 
role has developed since the Founding, the various functions it 
serves, and what it reflects about our society. 

In my relatively short time on the bench, I’ve authored more than 
50 dissents.4 At times, I have asked myself—is my writing sepa-
rately so often a good thing? Does it help shape the law? Or am I 
contributing to the division we see all too often today? To answer 
these questions, I looked at the history of dissenting opinions. 

First, I will start with the English tradition. Second, I will trace its 
emergence in American law. Third, I will look at dissenting opin-
ions in the modern Supreme Court. Along the way, I highlight 
some noteworthy Supreme Court dissents throughout history. Af-
ter marshaling through this history, I will then address common 
arguments for and against vigorous dissents. In the end, I have 
come down on the side that respectful dissent opens important di-
alogue, inspires others, and strengthens our constitutional system. 

I. HISTORY 

A. Seriatim Opinions in the British Tradition 

 To understand our modern practice of dissenting opinions, we 
need to start with the English legal tradition. An important precur-
sor to our Supreme Court was an English court called “The Court 
of King’s Bench”—a common law court dating back to the 12th cen-
tury.5 The Court of King’s Bench—always staffed with multiple 
judges—delivered its decisions orally and seriatim, Latin for “in 
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series.”6 In other words, the judges would take turns delivering 
their individual opinions orally in each case. These seriatim opin-
ions created great complexity in the law, requiring a counting of 
“for” and “against” votes to determine the outcome of a case.7 And 
you had to look to the vote count on the winning side to determine 
which line of reasoning prevailed and became precedent. Unanim-
ity in judicial decisions then was not yet a common feature in our 
early legal tradition.  

Further complicating matters, English courts didn’t publish offi-
cial case reports until the 18th century.8 Before then, lawyers sought, 
“to the best of their ability,” to record in writing the oral pronounce-
ments of judges at trial and relay this as precedent for other law-
yers.9 According to one source, the scribes were actually law stu-
dents, and their legal education consisted of recording the seriatim 
opinions.10 If you think Westlaw searches are difficult, just imagine 
conducting research using other students’ handwritten notes! 

Even after the appearance of official reporters, deciphering prec-
edent remained an arduous task. The result was a general lack of 
clarity in the law.11 It was not until 1756, while many of our Found-
ing Fathers were studying law, that the new Lord Chief Justice of 
the King’s Court, Lord Mansfield, brought some order to the 
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chaos.12 Lord Mansfield sought to create a more consistent and re-
liable body of merchant law for the growing commercial classes, 
which had amassed considerable wealth during the expansion of 
the British Empire.13 Mansfield’s most important contribution was 
the replacement of seriatim opinions with one unified “opinion of 
the court.” This reform allowed the justices to deliberate privately 
and reach a consensus, both on the overall outcome of a case and 
on the proper reasoning to get there. The decision was then deliv-
ered as the unanimous and anonymous “opinion of the court.”14 This 
model was profoundly successful and would later be emulated by 
other courts around the world—including here across the Atlan-
tic.15  

B. The Early Supreme Court: The John Jay and Oliver Ellsworth 
Courts 

This was the world of law that America’s Founding generation 
grew up in. Both seriatim decisions and unanimous “opinions of the 
court” had powerful supporters in early American society.16 When 
Congress established the federal judiciary in 1789, no provision was 
made as to whether decisions were to be issued seriatim or as unan-
imous opinions of the court.17 A seemingly esoteric matter now, the 
debate between seriatim and unanimous decisions would become a 
significant political issue in the first decades of the United States.18 
At its core, the debate reflected divergent attitudes toward the 
scope and power of the newly formed federal government.  
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On one side was Jefferson, who advocated for seriatim decisions 
because they increased transparency and accountability.19 Seriatim 
opinions showed that each judge had considered and understood 
the arguments, and the vote count provided a weight for each prec-
edent. According to Jefferson, each judge should “[t]hrow himself 
in every case on God and his country,” arguing “both will excuse 
him for error and value him for honesty.”20 Jefferson’s underlying 
motivation for preferring seriatim opinions was his fear of a power-
ful federal judiciary.21 Jefferson viewed the courts as anti-demo-
cratic and recognized them as a threat to the decentralized, demo-
cratic Republic.22 The confusing world of seriatim precedents, and 
the resulting lack of clarity, helped restrain the federal courts dur-
ing these early years. 

Under Chief Justice John Jay, the Supreme Court’s general prac-
tice was to issue decisions seriatim, and to announce a short sum-
mary of issues the Justices agreed on.23 Under this regime, dissents 
received little attention, as the summaries emphasized points of 
agreement among the Justices, rather than their disagreements.24 

Things began to change after 1796, when Oliver Ellsworth was 
appointed Chief Justice.25 Ellsworth was an advocate for a stronger 
centralized government and a more powerful federal judiciary.26 To 
augment federal power, Ellsworth favored the unanimous “opin-
ions of the Court” developed by Lord Mansfield.27 By issuing 
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decisions “for the Court” without dissent—now often called per cu-
riam opinions—the power of the Court, and of the national govern-
ment, would be increased.28  

Under Chief Justice Ellsworth, more than 70% of the Court’s de-
cisions were issued per curiam.29 But many of these per curiam deci-
sions occurred in simpler cases not involving issues of constitu-
tional or statutory interpretation.30 Among prominent decisions 
involving constitutional questions, half were delivered seriatim and 
half were issued per curiam.31   

C. The John Marshall Court (1801-1835) 

This takes us to the Marshall Court. John Marshall served as Chief 
Justice for 34 years, starting in 1801.32 Like his predecessor Oliver 
Ellsworth, Chief Justice Marshall also championed a strong federal 
government and a concomitant powerful federal judiciary.33 He fa-
vored a unified voice for the Supreme Court, which he believed 
would give it greater authority and legitimacy.34 As a member of 
the waning Federalist Party, Marshall was politically outnumbered 
on the Court, but he still proved effective at achieving much of his 
project to strengthen the Court.35 

The Marshall Court issued over a thousand decisions, of which 
close to 93% were unanimous—a record unimaginable by today’s 
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standards.36 Under Marshall, most unanimous decisions were no 
longer delivered as anonymous per curiam opinions. Instead, they 
were signed and delivered by one Justice—almost always Marshall 
himself—as the “opinion of the Court.”37  

Chief Justice Marshall was said to reach such frequent consensus 
through his personal charisma and sheer legal intellect.38 According 
to legend, Chief Justice Marshall was so respected and esteemed by 
his colleagues that he even enlisted Justice Joseph Story—a re-
nowned legal scholar himself—to do his Bluebooking! Marshall 
was once quoted as saying, “There, Story; that is the law of this case; 
now go and find the authorities.”39  

It’s also worth noting that this was a different era—the Supreme 
Court Justices all lived together in a Washington boardinghouse for 
two months out of every year, eating, drinking, and deciding each 
case with little outside contact.40 Perhaps the Justices were willing 
to forgo writing separately in many cases to preserve comity on the 
Court. Imagine what an amazing reality television show it would 
be if Justices did that today! I would definitely watch it. 

Also, the Supreme Court’s docket looked very different in Chief 
Justice Marshall’s day. The modern practice of granting petitions 
for certiorari didn’t fully take shape until 1925.41 In the Marshall era, 
the Court had mandatory jurisdiction over several common law 
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matters including property, family law, and contracts.42 Those cases 
were often unanimous, which skews the Court’s dissent rate from 
that time.43 

 Still, the Marshall Court was responsible for the emergence and 
development of the third model of judicial writing—a hybrid style 
with an authored majority opinion for the Court with other Justices 
having the option of writing separately, either in concurrence or 
dissent.44 This is the model we see most often today. This “hybrid” 
approach was something of a compromise between Chief Justice 
Marshall and Justice William Johnson, a friend and political ally of 
Jefferson.45 Justice Johnson was accustomed to delivering seriatim 
opinions from his time on South Carolina’s highest court.46 Draw-
ing on that experience, Johnson became the first frequent dissenter 
in American history, authoring about half of the dissents written by 
the Marshall Court.47   

Justice Johnson held a different perspective on why Chief Justice 
Marshall was so successful at building consensus on the Court. In 
a private letter to Jefferson in 1822, he called one of his fellow Jus-
tices “incompetent,” said another could “not be got to think or 
write,” and stated that still another was “slow.”48 Johnson also told 
Jefferson that two of his other colleagues were “commonly esti-
mated as one Judge.”49 In Johnson’s mind, the early unanimity of 
the Court was as much a product of his colleagues’ shortcomings 
as it was Chief Justice Marshall’s leadership. 
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Despite Justice Johnson’s private sentiments, the tone of early dis-
senting opinions was quite respectful—almost forlorn. For in-
stance, in 1805, Justice Bushrod Washington wrote the first dissent 
of the Marshall Court, explaining that:  

“[I]n any instance where I am so unfortunate as to differ with this 
court, . . . I owe it in some measure to myself and to those who 
may be injured by the expense and delay [of dissenting] to sh[o]w 
at least that the opinion was not hastily or inconsiderately 
given.”50  

Similarly, when Justice Johnson dissented in an 1807 case, he be-
gan by declaring, “I have the misfortune to dissent from the major-
ity of my brethren.”51 

This tone helped preserve civility among the Justices even as they 
disagreed. But by the end of Chief Justice Marshall’s tenure, cracks 
were beginning to appear in the idealized picture of a unanimous, 
authoritative court as the Justices presided over increasingly vola-
tile and politicized controversies related to slavery.52  

D. The Roger Taney Court (1836-1864) 

Upon John Marshall’s retirement in 1835, Roger Brooke Taney 
took over as Chief Justice.53 Chief Justice Taney was different from 
his predecessor in many respects. For one, Taney did not try to pre-
serve the unified voice that Marshall worked so hard to achieve. 
During the three decades of the Taney Court, the frequency of 
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fractured decisions would double to around 15%—unprecedented 
in American history at that time.54  

Indeed, the Court was not immune to the increasing polarization 
of the country. Compared to the apprehensive tone employed by 
dissenters on the Marshall Court, sharper language in separate 
opinions became more common in the decades before the Civil 
War. For example, in one case, Justice Daniel wrote that he was dis-
senting “chiefly to free [him]self . . . from the trammels of an assent 
. . . to . . . the untenable, and . . . the irrelevant positions” of the 
majority opinion.55 

It was in the context of this declining civility and institutional co-
hesion, both on the Supreme Court and in the country at large, that 
the Taney Court would decide Dred Scott v. Sandford.56 In that case, 
the Court held that black Americans, even those who were born 
free, could never be citizens of the United States. Dred Scott is nota-
ble for being a shameful mark on our country’s highest Court. But 
it also marked a turning point in the history of Supreme Court dis-
sents. On top of Taney’s opinion, the Court produced six concur-
rences and two dissents.57 In some ways, the case was so conten-
tious within the Court that it inadvertently resurrected seriatim 
opinions.58  

The most powerful of the dissents was authored by Justice Benja-
min Robbins Curtis.59 Justice Curtis—a Harvard Law graduate—
had never been an anti-slavery advocate or abolitionist. In fact, he 
had supported the Fugitive Slave Law of 1850.60 Still, to his credit, 
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Justice Curtis carefully refuted the majority’s arguments, drawing 
upon historical, constitutional, and legal arguments.61  

With his dissent in Dred Scott, Justice Curtis set a new standard 
for constitutional opinion-writing. Notably, he made the unprece-
dented decision to send copies of his dissent to the Boston press, to 
be published on the same day the decision was set to be delivered.62 
Justice Curtis’s dissent then was perhaps the first instance of a ju-
dicial dissent being used as a vehicle to foster constitutional dia-
logue with the public.  

Chief Justice Taney would never forgive Justice Curtis for his 
Dred Scott dissent, and hostility within the Court would compel Jus-
tice Curtis to resign in disgust six months later.63 He remains per-
haps the only Supreme Court justice known to resign over princi-
ple.  

E. The Great Dissenter: Justice John Marshall Harlan (1877-1911) 

We cannot discuss the history of judicial dissents without re-
counting the renowned “Great Dissenter,” Justice John Marshall 
Harlan. Named after Chief Justice Marshall, Justice Harlan is most 
remembered as the lone dissenting voice in Plessy v. Ferguson.64 That 
case upheld the odious principle that “separate but equal” was con-
sistent with our Constitution.65 This left black Americans to gener-
ations of segregation throughout this country.  

In his seminal dissent in Plessy, Harlan wrote:  

Our Constitution is color-blind, and neither knows nor tolerates 
classes among citizens. In respect of civil rights, all citizens are 

 
 

 

61. See generally Dred Scott, 60 U.S. 393 (1857) (Curtis, J., dissenting). 
62. UROFSKY, supra note 5, at 75. 
63. Id. at 78. 
64. 163 U.S. 537 (1896). 
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equal before the law. The humblest is the peer of the most 
powerful. The law regards man as man, and takes no account of 
his surroundings or of his color when his civil rights as 
guaranteed by the supreme law of the land, are involved.66 

He accurately predicted that Plessy would one day be condemned 
as one of the most “pernicious” decisions of the Supreme Court.67   

For those who had fought so hard for progress and individual 
freedom, Harlan’s dissent was a small but significant consolation. 
Frederick Douglass wrote to Justice Harlan that his Plessy dissent 
was the greatest legal treatise in decades and that it “should be scat-
tered like the leaves of autumn over the whole country, and be seen, 
read, and pondered upon by every citizen of the country.”68 

To me, Justice Harlan’s dissent in Plessy embodies our nation’s 
highest ideals, and I consider him my model of judicial courage. It 
could not have been easy for Justice Harlan—a Kentuckian and 
even a former slaveholder himself—to be the Court’s lone dissenter 
on racial issues. But dissent he did—forcefully and eloquently. His 
dissent is now for the ages. 

F. The Modern Court (Justices Scalia and Ginsburg)  

Now, for the sake of time, I would like to fast forward to the mod-
ern era of the Supreme Court. The modern era can be characterized 
by the continued proliferation of dissents. From 1801 to 1940 (Chief 
Justices Marshall through Hughes) there were dissents in only 7% 
of the Court’s cases.69 But from 1941 to 1997 (Chief Justices Stone 
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through Rehnquist) 52% of the Court’s cases produced dissenting 
opinions.70  

 

Henderson, supra note 6, at 322 fig.2. 

Indeed, we see so many separate writings on the Supreme Court 
these days that one might argue that we have witnessed a de facto 
return to seriatim decisions.71  

As for individual dissenters, few would deny the impact that Jus-
tices Scalia and Ginsburg had on modern jurisprudence. While 
their majority opinions deserve study and respect, their powerful 
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and incisive dissents should be studied for how they moved both 
public opinion and the law. 

I’d just like to highlight one dissent from each of them. I’ll start 
with Justice Scalia. Perhaps his most prophetic was his lone dissent 
in Morrison v. Olson.72 In that case, he called for the Independent 
Counsel Act to be struck down as unconstitutional. Who can forget 
Justice Scalia’s timeless line about the affront to the separation of 
powers in that case? While the concentration of power in one 
branch often comes “in sheep’s clothing,” he said, “this wolf comes 
as a wolf.”73 

A few years ago, Justice Kagan called this “one of the greatest 
dissents ever written and every year it gets better.”74 Sure enough, 
Justice Scalia’s view eventually won the day and Congress let the 
Independent Counsel Act expire in 1999.75  

Justice Ginsburg was also able to spur Congressional action with 
her spirited dissent in Ledbetter v. Goodyear.76 In that equal-pay case, 
Justice Ginsburg admonished the Court for “failing to comprehend 
or [being] indifferent to the insidious ways in which women can be 
victims of pay discrimination.”77 Justice Ginsburg later said she 
wrote that dissent with Congress in mind as the audience.78 And 

 
 

 

72. 487 U.S. 654 (1988). 
73. Id. at 699 (Scalia, J., dissenting). 
74. Justice Kagan and Judges Srinivasan and Kethledge Offer Views from the Bench, STAN. 
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75. See 28 U.S.C. § 599. 
76. 550 U.S. 618 (2007). 
77. Oral Dissent of Justice Ginsburg at 4:00, Ledbetter v. Goodyear Tire Rubber Co., 

550 U.S. 618 (2007) (No. 05-1074), https://www.oyez.org/cases/2006/05-1074 
[https://perma.cc/8UER-L3FA]. 

78. Ginsburg, supra note 40, at 7. 
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again, Congress listened, later passing the “Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay 
Act.”79  

As these examples show, today’s dissents can become tomor-
row’s binding law by influencing public discourse on issues that 
come before the Court.  

II. ANALYSIS  

So what does this history tell us about the value of dissenting 
opinions? Should voicing dissent be embraced and encouraged? Or 
should it be discouraged as an affront to the legitimacy of the 
Court?  

As I said at the outset, I come down on the side of vigorous dis-
sent.  

A. Arguments Against Dissents 

Opponents of judicial dissents generally argue that separate opin-
ions weaken the Court’s authority by undermining the unity of its 
interpretation of the law.80 One could argue that there are some ar-
eas of the law where, as Justice Brandeis famously said, “it is more 
important that the applicable rule of law be settled than it be settled 
right.”81 A Supreme Court that decides cases unanimously would 
legitimize the nation’s laws and improve lower courts’ ability to in-
terpret them consistently and coherently. 

Some might also view dissenting judges as prioritizing the publi-
cation of their own opinions over working cooperatively with col-
leagues to craft unified precedent. Judges who dissent too often 
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81. Henderson, supra note 6, at 284; Ginsburg, supra note 40, at 7. 
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may undermine the weight of their words and damage the collegial 
atmosphere of their court. Frequent dissents might also damage a 
court’s institutional legitimacy—especially when the majority and 
dissent split along partisan lines.  

B. Arguments in Favor of Dissents 

1. Legitimacy 

On the other hand, proponents of dissenting opinions argue that 
they democratize the judiciary, making it more transparent to the 
public and thus strengthening its legitimacy and credibility.82 In a 
healthy, engaged democracy, judicial decisions should result from 
rigorous and thoughtful legal analysis—not secret deliberations 
and facades of unanimity.83 As Justice Frankfurter once said, 
“[u]nanimity is an appealing distraction,” but “a single Court state-
ment on important constitutional issues is bound to smother differ-
ences that in the interest of candor and of the best interest of the 
Court ought to be expressed.”84 Furthermore, no one could deny 
the critical role that many famous dissents have played in enhanc-
ing the legitimacy of the Court. As Justice Scalia said, “[d]issents 
augment, rather than diminish the prestige of the Court . . . . When 
history demonstrates that one of the Court’s decisions has been a 
truly horrendous mistake,” and I imagine Justice Scalia had Dred 
Scott and Plessy in mind, “it is comforting—and conducive of re-
spect for the Court—to look back and realize, that at least some of 
the Justices saw the danger clearly, and gave voice, often eloquent 
voice, to their concern.”85  
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2. Intra-court Dialogue 

Dissents also promote dialogue between the members of a court. 
Being tested by contrary views allows judges to strengthen their 
own writings, thus improving the law. As Justice Ginsburg put it, 
“there is nothing better than an impressive dissent to lead the au-
thor of the majority opinion to refine and clarify her initial circula-
tion.”86 Reflecting on her 1996 opinion in United States v. Virginia, 
Justice Ginsburg remarked that “[t]he final draft was ever so much 
better than my first, second, and at least a dozen more drafts, 
thanks to Justice Scalia’s attention-grabbing dissent.”87 I think most 
judges would attest to this benefit of separate opinions. Even when 
my colleagues have failed to persuade me to change my vote, I have 
often sharpened my majority opinions thanks to comments and 
suggestions from dissenters. 

3. Dialogue with the Public and Other Branches 

Dissents aren’t only useful as a mechanism for dialogue within a 
court, but they also have communicative value to the public. Some 
judges write lengthy dissents with an aim toward educating the 
country. Dissents can also guide lawmakers to act, as we’ve seen in 
the examples from Justices Scalia and Ginsburg. 

4. Dialogue with the Future 

Perhaps the most compelling justification for judicial dissents is 
the role they play in shaping constitutional dialogue across time. 
Many landmark dissents have been vindicated long after their au-
thors’ lifetimes. We talked about Justice Harlan’s dissent in Plessy 
and Justice Curtis’s dissent in Dred Scott, but examples abound. 

 
 

 

86. Ginsburg, supra note 40, at 3. 
87. Id. 
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Even if a dissenter does not live to see his or her views adopted as 
the law, the prospect of persuading future generations remains. 

III. PARTING THOUGHTS 

There’s much more to say about the value of dissent, but in the 
interest of time, I’ll leave you with a few parting thoughts.  

 First, dissenting helps facilitate and foster dialogue, whether 
within the courts, between branches of government, or with the 
public. There may be a time and a place for silence and unanimity, 
but surely that’s rarely the case when it comes to defending our 
Constitution.  

Second, we cannot discount the costs of separate writings. Clar-
ity, consistency, and the legitimacy of the courts may suffer. So we 
must choose our battles wisely. Of course, that means understand-
ing the difference between trolling and dissenting. And it should 
go without saying—heckling is not productive dissent.  

Third, there’s a task for you all—it’s your job to turn today’s dis-
sents into tomorrow’s majority opinions. Originalism and textual-
ism wouldn’t have risen to prominence without the forceful dis-
sents of Justices Scalia and Thomas and the work of younger 
generations of lawyers committed to demonstrating why these ap-
proaches lead to a more faithful interpretation of the Constitution 
and our laws.   

Fourth, don’t give up on civil discourse, and friendship with oth-
ers you may disagree with. No matter how intense the difference of 
opinion, I see no reason why it should affect collegiality or common 
respect for others. And while I have vigorously dissented from my 
colleagues on the Ninth Circuit, that doesn’t diminish my respect 
and admiration for them as jurists. As polarized as society may 
seem, note that this past term, 47% of cases decided by the Supreme 
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Court were 9–0.88 And that’s with the Supreme Court taking on the 
hardest cases in the nation.  

*** 

I’ve mentioned Justices Scalia and Ginsburg as examples several 
times during this discussion. With your indulgence, I want to close 
with one last anecdote. It is well known that they vehemently disa-
greed about the law in many cases. But it is also well known that 
they regarded each other as the best of friends. Let their enduring 
friendship serve as a reminder that we should never let legal disa-
greements define our relationships. In remembering Justice Scalia, 
Justice Ginsburg alluded to a duet from the 2015 opera Scalia/Gins-
burg, entitled “We are different. We are one.” “Yes,” she wrote, we 
are “different in our interpretation of written texts, but one in our 
reverence for the Constitution and [the Court].”89 In the law, as in 
life, you will find that mutual respect and recognition of shared val-
ues will only refine your voice and make you a stronger lawyer and 
person. 
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